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Computational Media and New
Literacies—The Very Idea

Literacy in the conventional sense of being able to read and write is both
highly valued and commonplace in contemporary society. Although almost everything else—especially values—seems to be in dispute, no one
questions the importance of reading and writing as foundational skills.
Of course, there is plenty of disagreement about exactly what constitutes
literacy and how we should go about bringing up children to become
literate. Still, not even the most extremist politicians can expect to win
converts by cheering the latest study that shows college students can neither string two sentences together coherently nor read a map.
Because the social value of literacy is so important to this book, it is
worth taking a few moments to evoke a more lively sense of the multiple
roles literacy plays in our lives. Everyday life is a good place to start.
When I get up in the morning, I usually find time to look at the newspaper. I glance through international events, partly just to keep up, partly
because I have a few special interests stemming from overseas friends and
personal associations from travel. I am not very fond of national politics,
but it is interesting to see who is trying to do away with the U.S. Department of Education this year and whether National Science Foundation
funding for social sciences will really go away.
I usually look in the business section mainly because that is the most
likely place to find technology news, but also because I hope to find useful
information that will help me save for retirement and pay for my sons’
college education. Sometimes I’ll find a good recipe and other times a
piece of medical or health information of use to my family.
My interests in newspaper news are partly personal, organized by my
own orientations and multiple group memberships, and partly profes-
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sional. I keep up with some aspects of my work that don’t get covered
in professional journals (such as what features one gets in an inexpensive
home computer these days), and I ‘‘accidentally’’ become a betterinformed citizen and voter. For all of this, I lead a bit richer, probably
slightly better, and more meaningful life. Many people buy newspapers,
and I’m sure they have similar experiences.
Mail time is another bit of everyday life that reminds us how deeply
literacy pervades our lives, frequently without our notice: letters from
offspring or parents (we’d better write back), magazines, solicitations that
every once in a while get noticed and acted on, forms to fill out (taxes!),
sometimes with daunting written instructions (taxes!) . . .
Work gives us another perspective on literacy. As an academic, I have
a special relation to literacy. It would not be a bad approximation to say
my professional life is reading and writing. This book, for example, may
be the single best representation of at least fifteen years’ work on computational media, and it is likely to be only a small percentage of my career
writing output. I’m writing now at home in front of a wall of books eight
feet high and twenty feet wide; perhaps half of them are professional
books. My professional dependence on literacy may be easy to dismiss
as atypical in society—and surely it is atypical—but I am not too modest
to claim that academia makes significant contributions, particularly in
educating the young and in pursuing new knowledge outside of narrow
special interests that measure new accomplishments only by dollars or
by political or social power. There are many other ‘‘niche players’’ in
society for whom literacy is nearly as important as in the lives of academics. Science and high technology are critically literate pursuits. I am certainly glad my personal doctor reads and that some doctors can write
well enough to convey new ideas and practices effectively. In a wider
scope, business and bureaucracies run on information, reports, memos,
spreadsheets, concept papers, and so on.
A third perspective on literacy may be the most obvious and most important. Literacy is infrastructural and absolutely essential to education,
to creating people who are knowledgeable and competent. Infrastructural
means that literacy is not just a result of the educational process, but a
driving force within it. Every class has textbooks, not only English class
or other overtly literacy-oriented classes. If you can’t read well enough
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or don’t have basic mathematical literacy, you can’t profit from history,
science, or mathematics textbooks. Education has producers as well as
consumers. Teachers, too, read to learn more and improve their practice.
Someone has to write textbooks. Most teachers, especially the best, also
write to help students—notes, handouts, evaluations—even if they are
not writing to and for fellow teachers.
Enter the computer, a ‘‘once in several centuries’’ innovation, as Herbert Simon put it. Computers are incontestably transforming our civilization. Comparisons of our current information revolution to the Industrial
Revolution are commonplace and apt. Almost no corner of society is untouched by computers. Most dramatically, science and business are not
remotely the same practices they were twenty years ago because of the
widespread influence of computers.
Education and schooling are, as yet, an ambiguous case. Few can or
should claim that computers have influenced the cultural practices of
school the way they have other aspects of society, such as science and
business. Just look at texts, tests, and assignments from core subjects.
They have changed little so far. Numbers tell a more optimistic but still
muted story of penetration. In 1995, K–12 schools in the United States
had about three computers per ‘‘average’’ thirty-student classroom. A
decent informal benchmark I use is one computer per three students before core practices can be radically changed. This is the ratio at which
students can be working full-time, three to a machine, a number that I
know from personal experience can work very well, or each student can
work alone one-third of the time, well above the threshold for infrastructural influence. One computer per ten students seems some distance from
one per three, but consider that schools have been adding regularly to
their stock of computers by about one-half computer per classroom per
year. At that rate, average schools can easily meet my benchmark in a
decade and a half. More than 10 percent of the high schools in the country
are already above the threshold benchmark.
I fully expect the rate of computer acquisition to accelerate. That onehalf computer per classroom is a fraction of what school districts spend
per pupil, let alone per classroom, each year. Add the facts that in, say,
ten years, computers will be easily ten times more powerful (thirty is a
more responsible scientific estimate), that they will cost less, and that
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there will be vastly more good learning materials available, and I see inevitability. Despite amazing entrenchment, general conservatism, small
budgets, and low status, schools will soon enough be computer-rich communities, unless our society is suicidally reluctant to share the future with
its young.
Assuring ourselves that schools will have enough computers to do
something interesting is a long way from assuring ourselves that something good—much less the very best we can manage—will happen. That
is precisely what this book is about. What is the very best thing that can
happen with computer use in education? What might learning actually
be like then? How can you assure yourself that any vision is plausible
and attainable? What sort of software must be created, and what are the
signposts to guide us on the way to realizing ‘‘the best’’?
I’ve already set the standard and implicitly suggested the key:
Computers can be the technical foundation of a new and dramatically
enhanced literacy, which will act in many ways like current literacy
and which will have penetration and depth of influence comparable to
what we have already experienced in coming to achieve a mass, textbased literacy.
Clearly, I have a lot of explaining to do. This is not a very popular image
of what may happen with computers in education. For that matter, it
is not a very unpopular image either in the sense of having substantial
opposition with objections that are deeply felt or well thought out.
Instead, I find that most people have difficulty imagining what a computational literacy, as I propose to call it, may mean, or they dismiss
it as easy and perhaps as already attained, or they find it immediately
implausible, almost a contradiction in terms, so that it warrants little
thought.
I need to identify and reject an unfortunate cultural artifact that can
easily get in the way of thinking seriously about relevant issues. Computer
literacy is a term that has been around since the early days of computers.
It means something like being able to turn a computer on, insert a CD,
and have enough keyboarding and mouse skills to make a few interesting
things happen in a few standard applications. Computational literacy is
different. In the first instance, the scale of achievement involved in com-
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puter literacy is microscopic compared to what I am talking about. It is
as if being able to decode, haltingly, a few ‘‘typical’’ words could count
as textual literacy.
If a true computational literacy comes to exist, it will be infrastructural
in the same way current literacy is in current schools. Students will be
learning and using it constantly through their schooling careers and beyond in diverse scientific, humanistic, and expressive pursuits. Outside
of schools, a computational literacy will allow civilization to think and
do things that will be new to us in the same way that the modern literate
society would be almost incomprehensible to preliterate cultures. Clearly,
by computational literacy I do not mean a casual familiarity with a machine that computes. In retrospect, I find it remarkable that society has
allowed such a shameful debasing of the term literacy in its conventional
use in connection with computers; perhaps like fish in the ocean, we just
don’t see our huge and pervasive dependence on it.
I find that substituting the phrase material intelligence for literacy is a
helpful ploy. People instinctively understand intelligence as essential to
our human nature and capacity to achieve. Material intelligence, then, is
an addition to ‘‘purely mental’’ intelligence. We can achieve it in the presence of appropriate materials, such as pen and paper, print, or computers.
This image is natural if we think of the mind as a remarkable and complex
machine, but one that can be enhanced by allowing appropriate external
extensions to the mechanism, extensions that wind up improving our
abilities to represent the world, to remember and reason about it. The
material intelligence—literacy—I am referring to is not artificial intelligence in the sense of placing our own intelligence or knowledge, or some
enhanced version of it, into a machine. Instead, it is an intelligence
achieved cooperatively with external materials.
In the remainder of this introductory chapter, I have one overarching
goal. I want to examine traditional literacy in some detail, including both
micro- and macrocomponents. The microfocus shows a little about how
traditional literacy actually works in episodes of thinking with a materially enhanced intelligence. The macrofocus introduces some large-scale
and irreducibly social considerations that determine whether a new literacy is achievable and how. Much of the rest of the book builds on these
views of conventional literacy, extrapolating them to consider what
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exactly a computational literacy might mean, what it might accomplish
for us, whether it is plausible, and how we can act to bring it about.
Three Pillars of Literacy
Before getting down to details, we might find it useful to set a rough
framework for thinking about the many features and aspects of literacy.
I think of literacy as built on three foundational pillars. First, there is the
material pillar. That is, literacy involves external, materially based signs,
symbols, depictions, or representations. This last set of terms, as well as
others, holds an essential magic of literacy: we can install some aspects
of our thinking in stable, reproducible, manipulable, and transportable
physical form. These external forms become in a very real sense part of
our thinking, remembering, and communicating. In concert with our
minds, they let us act as if we could bring little surrogates of distant,
awkwardly scaled (too big or too small), or difficult to ‘‘touch’’ aspects
of the real world to our desktop and manipulate them at will. We can
read a map, check our finances, write our itinerary, and plan an automobile trip across the United States. Even more, we can create and explore
possible worlds of fantasy or reality (as in a scientific exploration) with
a richness, complexity, care, and detail far transcending what we may do
with the unaided mind.
The material bases for literacy are far from arbitrary, but are organized
into intricately structured subsystems with particular rules of operation,
basic symbol sets, patterns of combination, conventions, and means of
interpretation. These subsystems all have a particular character, power,
and reach, and they also have limits in what they allow us to think about.
Associated with them are particular modes of mediated thought and connections to other subsystems. Written language, the prototype of literacy,
has an alphabet, a lexicon, a grammar, and a syntax, and above these
technical levels are conventions of written discourse, genres, and styles,
and so on. Written language is expansive in what may be thought through
it, it is variable in its level of precision—we can use it carefully or casually,
from a jotted note to a formal proof—and it is generally a wonderful
complement to other subsystems, for example, as annotation over the
graphical-geometric component of maps.
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Other subsystems have a different character. Arithmetic, for example,
is much narrower in what you may write about with it. You can’t write
much good poetry or philosophy in numbers. But what it does allow
us to think about, it does with great precision. We can draw inferences
(calculate) using arithmetic either perfectly or with as much precision as
we care to spend time to achieve. The power of arithmetic is tightly connected with other components of human intellect. For example, scientific
understanding frequently is what liberates arithmetic as a useful tool; an
engineer can calculate how big a beam is needed in a building because we
understand scientifically how size, shape, and material relate to strength.
Other important mathematical subsystems—algebra, calculus, graph
drawing and interpreting, and so on—also have their own character.
Each has its own structure, expressive range, associated modes of
thought, and ‘‘intellectual allies.’’
The material pillar of literacy has two immensely important features:
the material subsystems of literacy are technologically dependent, and
they are designed. It is not at all incidental to contemporary literacy that
paper and pencils are cheap, relatively easy to use, and portable. Think
back to quills and parchment, or even to cuneiform impressions or rock
painting or carving, and consider what you have done today with letters
that would have been impossibly awkward without modern, cheap, portable implements. Think what difference the printing press made in creating a widespread, popular, and useful literacy.
Coming directly to the heart of this book, computer technology offers
a dazzling range of inscription forms (spreadsheets, electronically processed images and pictures, hypertext, etc.), of reactive and interactive
patterns (think of game interfaces—from text typed in and new text returned in reaction, to intense, real-time reflex interaction, to contemplative browsing of a visually based interactive mystery story), of storage and
transmission modes (CDs to worldwide networking), and of autonomous
actions (simulations, calculation). With all these new forms and more to
come, it seems inconceivable our current material literacy basis could
remain unaffected.
I noted also that all these inscription forms, both the historical ones
and those in current and future development, have been designed—either
in acts of inspiration (e.g., the invention of zero or the pulldown menu)
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or slowly over generations by an accumulation of little ideas and societal
trial and error. We have much to gain by thinking carefully about what
the whole game of literacy is and about what we can do with computers
that can either hasten or undermine new possibilities.
The second pillar of literacy is mental or cognitive. Clearly the material
basis of literacy stands only in conjunction with what we think and do
with our minds in the presence of inscriptions. A book is only a poor
stepping stool to a nonreader. Material intelligence does not reside in
either the mind or the materials alone. Indeed, the coupling of external
and internal activity is intricate and critical.
This mutual dependence has both constraining and liberating aspects.
Our minds have some characteristics that are fixed by our evolutionary
state. Nobody can see and remember a thousand items presented in a
flash or draw certain kinds of inferences as quickly and precisely as a
computer. On the positive side, our ability to talk and comprehend oral
language is at least partly physiologically specific, and without this physical equipment, written literacy would also probably be impossible. Similarly, I believe that new computer literacies will build on and extend
humans’ impressive spatial and dynamic interactive capabilities far more
than conventional literacy does. I have much more to say about these
issues later, mainly in chapters 4, 5, and 8.
New computational inscription systems should therefore build on
strengths in human mental capacities, and they must also recognize our
limitations. Intelligence is a complex and textured thing. We know little
enough about it in detail, and we will certainly be surprised by its nature
when it is materially enhanced in quite unfamiliar ways. The simultaneous
tracking of our understanding of intelligence and knowledge along with
materially enhanced versions of them is, for me, among the most scientifically interesting issues of our times. It may be among the most practically
relevant issues for the survival and prospering of our civilization.
The third pillar of literacy is social, the basis in community for enhanced literacies. Although one may imagine that an individual could
benefit in private from a new or different material intelligence, literacy
in the sense investigated in this book is unambiguously and deeply social.
Let’s take a look at the boundary between the social and the individual
to get a feeling for the issues.
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Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) is generally credited with inventing the
calculus as part of building the intellectual infrastructure for his own accomplishments in understanding mechanics, the science of force and motion. His feat was one of those rare but especially impressive events in
the history of science when a new material intelligence emerged out of
the specific needs of an investigation; that new intelligence clearly contributed to Newton’s ability to state and validate his new scientific
accomplishments.
Fundamentally, the calculus is a way of writing down and drawing
inferences about (i.e., calculating) various aspects of changing quantities.
Newton wanted to reason about instantaneous properties of motion that
were difficult to capture using prior conceptions and representations. A
planet traveling around the sun is constantly changing its speed. Averages
and constant speed situations, which were handled adequately by prior
techniques, simply weren’t up to dealing with facts about instants in a
constantly and nonuniformly changing situation. The calculus allowed
Newton to capture relations in those instants. Thinking about laws of
nature that work in instants and at points in space has turned out to be
one of the most fundamental and enduring moves of all time in physics.
Nature’s causality is local: there is no such thing as ‘‘action at a distance’’
(or ‘‘at a later time’’) in modern physics.
Newton’s calculus sounds like a case of a new material intelligence
emerging in the hands of an individual, which enabled and in part constituted a fundamental advance for all of science, but the details of the story
betray important social components. In the first instance, Newton’s accomplishment was clearly not developed on a blank slate. He borrowed
and extended techniques, even graphical techniques, that had been around
certainly since Galileo (1564–1642), fifty years earlier. (Galileo, in turn,
cribbed many of these from his predecessors.) Newton himself said, ‘‘If I
have seen farther than most, it is because I stood on the shoulders of giants,’’
and this was as true for the calculus as for his laws of physics.
Neither was the development of calculus finished in Newton’s work.
G. W. Leibniz (1646–1716), most believe, independently developed the
calculus at about the same time. Indeed, the notational form mainly in
use today is Leibniz’s, not Newton’s. Although I can’t prove it, I believe
the reasons for this fact are in important measure pedagogic. Leibniz’s
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notation is easier to learn; it is powerfully heuristic in suggesting useful
techniques and ways of thinking about change; and it even makes obvious
certain important theorems. For example, in Leibniz’s notation the rate
of change of a quantity, x, given a small change in another, t, looks like
just what it is, a ratio, dx/dt. (The d in dx and dt stands for a change,
or ‘‘delta,’’ in the quantity.) Newton’s notation is opaque, x̊. In Leibniz’s
notation, the ‘‘change of variable theorem,’’

冫

dz
dz dx
⫽
dy dy
dx
looks obvious, even if it is not. ‘‘Cancel the dys’’ appears to prove the
theorem. Newton is not so helpful. His notation dealt easily only with
changes in time, which he called ‘‘fluxions,’’ so he pretty much had to
state this theorem for the case that y is time, and he had to do it in words
that hide the real generality of the theorem. Newton’s statement of the
theorem used the term velocity to describe dz/dy and dx/dy, whereas
Leibniz’s notation makes change over time only a special case: ‘‘The moments [spatial rate of change] of flowing quantities are as [the ratio of]
the velocities [time rate of change] of their flowing or increasing.’’
The morals of Leibniz’s contributions are both obvious and subtle. Obviously, once again, science is a strongly cumulative social enterprise. To
reach their full potential, contributions must be both shared and extended
by others. I would extend this precept beyond the bounds of professional
science: incremental material intelligence in the hands of a genius, or even
in the hands of a scientific or technological elite, is small in comparison
to the huge possibilities of popular new literacies.
The second moral from Leibniz is more subtle, but it explains why I
spend two chapters on the material basis of computational media. The
inscripted form of thought is critically important. I’ve suggested that
Leibniz has helped generations of scientists and mathematicians in training, even if his purely conceptual accomplishment was entirely redundant
with Newton’s. I can highlight this claim with a somewhat speculative
thought experiment. The fact is that calculus has become absolutely infrastructural in the educational process of scientists, engineers, and a broad
range of other technical professions. All learners in these categories are
funneled through freshman calculus, if they did not already study calculus
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in high school. Further learning is dependent on this prerequisite. Upper
division textbooks, for example, assume it in their exposition.
This move to infrastructural status for calculus was not easy. It took
more than two centuries! In the twentieth century, a few bold universities
decided it was possible and useful to teach calculus in the early and universal (that is, for all technical students) infrastructural mode. It succeeded, more or less, and gradually more schools jumped on the
bandwagon. They had the advantage of knowing that teaching calculus
this way was possible, and they could capitalize on the know-how of the
early innovators. In the meantime, other professors and textbook writers
for other classes began to take the teaching of calculus for granted. They
became dependent on it. Calculus came to be infrastructural.
Focus on two critical phases. First, suppose calculus was just 10 percent
more difficult to learn. Would those early innovators have had the courage to guess it might succeed? Similarly, at the second phase, if 10 percent
fewer students ‘‘got it,’’ would these innovators have declared success,
and would others have followed and had enough success for the whole
project to succeed? Finally, might Leibniz’s notation have made that small
difference by which the snowball of calculus got over the crest to start
the eventual avalanche of infrastructural adoption?
I am not interested in verifying any particular account of these events.
The general principles are clear. The emergence of a material intelligence
as a literacy, as infrastructural, depends on complex social forces of innovation, adoption, and interdependence, even if (as I have argued is generally false) it originated with an individual or a small group. Furthermore,
under some circumstances at least, small differences in learnability can
make huge differences in eventual impact.
Here are the implications of this history of calculus with respect to
the broader aims of this book. We may now have sufficiently learnable
and powerful computational inscription systems to have dramatic literacy
implications. For example, learning some important parts of mathematics
and science may be transformed from a pleasurable success for a few
but a painful failure for most to an infrastructural assumption for our
whole society, and this transformation depends in an essential way on
details of material form and on social forces, which it behooves us to
understand.
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A Cognitive View of Material Intelligence
My goal for this section is to illustrate and explicate some of the details
of how material intelligence works to enhance the power of individual
human beings. I have chosen to look at a small part of the works of
Galileo for several reasons. The first is a version of the invisibility of water
to fish. I want to take us a little away from our familiar everyday world
of literacy so that some things we otherwise take for granted may stand
out.
The second reason to consider Galileo is that doing so illustrates a
somewhat technical and scientific component of literacy. Making mathematics and science easier and more interesting to learn was my first motivation for thinking about computers, and it is still my primary concern.
I firmly believe computers will also have revolutionary literacy effects in
art and the humanities generally, but this book is rich and complex
enough dealing with mathematics and science. As a bonus, this little story
leads directly into my own experiences in using computers to teach children about motion.
The last reason to look at Galileo and to return to the early part of
the seventeenth century is to remind us, by contrast with what exists today, that literacy is created. What we had is not what we have, and without the slightest doubt it is not what we will have. The process of literacy
creation happens on the scale of decades, if not centuries, even for some
relatively small components of literacy. If we want to think about new
literacies—and I think we must, given their importance—we must also
free ourselves to think about the coming decades, not just next year.
Let me start this little parable of Galileo and literacy as it first appeared
to me—as a puzzle. Just at the beginning of his treatment of motion in
Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences, at the outset of what is generally regarded as his greatest accomplishment, Galileo defines uniform motion, motion with a constant speed. The section that follows this
definition consists of six theorems about uniform motion and their
proofs. Below, I reproduce those theorems. Despite the unfamiliarity of
the language, I urge you to try to follow along and think what, in essence,
Galileo is getting at in these theorems and how we would express it in
modern terms.
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Theorem 1 If a moving particle, carried uniformly at constant speed,
traverses two distances, then the time intervals required are to each other
in the ratio of these distances.
Theorem 2 If a moving particle traverses two distances in equal intervals of time, these distances will bear to each other the same ratio as their
speeds. And conversely, if the distances are as the speeds, then the times
are equal.
Theorem 3 In the case of unequal speeds, the time intervals required
to traverse a given space are to each other inversely as the speeds.
Theorem 4 If two particles are carried with uniform motion, but each
with a different speed, then the distances covered by them during unequal
intervals of time bear to each other the compound ratio of the speeds
and time intervals.
Theorem 5 If two particles are moved at a uniform rate, but with unequal speeds, through unequal distances, then the ratio of the time intervals occupied will be the products of the distances by the inverse ratio
of the speeds.
Theorem 6 If two particles are carried at a uniform rate, the ratio of
their speeds will be the product of the ratio of the distances traversed by
the inverse ratio of the time intervals occupied.
A modern reader (after struggling past the language of ratios and inverse ratios) must surely get the impression that here there is much ado
about very little. It seems like a pretentious and grandly overdone set of
variations on the theme of ‘‘distance equals rate times time.’’ To make
matters worse, the proofs of these theorems given by Galileo are hardly
trivial, averaging almost a page of text. The first proof, indeed, is difficult
enough that it took me about a half-dozen readings before I understood
how it worked. (See the boxed text.)
In fact this is a set of variations on distance equals rate times time.
Allow me to make this abundantly clear. Each of these theorems is about
two motions, so we can write ‘‘distance equals rate times time’’ for each.
Subscripts specify which motion the distance (d), rate (r), and time interval (t) belong to.
d1 ⫽ r1 t1
d2 ⫽ r2 t2
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In these terms, we can state and prove each of Galileo’s theorems. Because
Galileo uses ratios, first we divide equals by equals (the left and right
sides of the equations above, respectively) and achieve:
d1 r1 t1
⫽
d2 r2 t2
Theorem 1 In the case r 1 ⫽ r 2 , the r terms cancel, leaving
d 1 /d 2 ⫽ t 1 /t 2 .
Theorem 2 In the case t 1 ⫽ t 2 , the t terms cancel, leaving
d 1 /d 2 ⫽ r 1 /r 2 . Conversely, if d 1 /d 2 ⫽ r 1 /r 2 then t 1 /t 2 ⫽ 1 or t 1 ⫽ t 2 .
Theorem 3 In the case of d 1 ⫽ d 2 , the d terms cancel, leaving
(r 1 /r 2 )(t 1 /t 2 ) ⫽ 1, or t 1 /t 2 ⫽ r 2 /r 1 .
Theorem 4 This is precisely our little ratio lemma,
d 1 /d 2 ⫽ (r 1 /r 2 )(t 1 /t 2 ).
Theorem 5 Solve the equation above for t 1 /t 2 ; t 1 /t 2 ⫽ (d 1 /d 2 )(r 2 /r 1 ).
Theorem 6 Solve for r 1 /r 2 ; r 1 /r 2 ⫽ (d 1 /d 2 )(t 2 /t 1 ).
For direct contrast, I reproduce Galileo’s proof of theorem 1, which is
one-sixth of the job we did with algebra, in box 1.
So now we’ve redone a significant piece of work by one of the great
geniuses of Western science, with amazing ease. Solving problems is always easier after the first time around, but the difference here is almost
mindboggling. What we did would constitute only an exercise for a ninthgrade mathematics student.
That, in fact, is the key. Galileo never had ninth-grade mathematics; he
didn’t know algebra! There is not a single ‘‘⫽’’ in all of Galileo’s writing.
The fault is not with Galileo or with the education provided by his
parents or with the schooling of the times. Algebra simply did not exist
at that time. To be more precise, although solving for unknowns that
participated in given relations with other numbers had been practiced for
at least half a millennium, the modern notational system that allows writing equations as we know them—and also the easy manipulations to
solve them—did not exist. Fifty years after Galileo’s main work, René
Descartes (1596–1650) would have a really good start on modern algebra. Later, by the end of the seventeenth century, algebra had stabilized
to roughly the modern notation and manipulative practices, although it
would be the twentieth century before algebra became a part of widespread technical literacy.

Box 1
If a moving particle, carried uniformly at a constant speed, traverses two
distances the time-intervals required are to each other in the ratio of these
distances.
Let a particle move uniformly with constant speed through two distances
AB, BC, and let the time required to traverse AB be represented by DE; the
time required to traverse BC, by EF; then I say that the distance AB is to
the distance BC as the time DE is to the time EF.
Let the distances and times be extended on both sides towards G, H and
I, K; let AG be divided into any number whatever of spaces each equal to
AB, and in like manner lay off in DI exactly the same number of timeintervals each equal to DE. Again lay off in CH any number whatever of
distances each equal to BC; and in FK exactly the same number of timeintervals each equal to EF; then will the distance BG and the time EI be
equal and arbitrary multiples of the distance BA and the time ED; and likewise the distance HB and the time KE are equal and arbitrary multiples of
the distance CB and the time FE.

And since DE is the time required to traverse AB, the whole time EI will
be required for the whole distance BG, and when the motion is uniform
there will be in EI as many time-intervals each equal to DE as there are
distances in BG each equal to BA; and likewise it follows that KE represents
the time required to traverse HB.
Since, however, the motion is uniform, it follows that if the distance GB is
equal to the distance BH, then must also the time IE be equal to the time EK;
and if GB is greater than BH, then also IE will be greater than EK; and if less,
less. There are then four quantities, the first AB, the second BC, the third DE,
and the fourth EF; the time IE and the distance GB are arbitrary multiples of
the first and the third, namely of the distance AB and the time DE.
But it has been proved that both of these latter quantities are either equal
to, greater than, or less than the time EK and the space BH, which are
arbitrary multiples of the second and the fourth. Therefore, the first is to
the second, namely the distance AB is to the distance BC, as the third is to
the fourth, namely the time DE is to the time EF.
Q.E.D.
(From Galileo, Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences. Translated by
H. Crew and A. de Salvio [Northwestern University, 1939], pp. 155–156.)
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In net, an average ninth-grade mathematics student plus a particular
inscription system yields a material intelligence that surpasses Galileo’s
intelligence, at least in this domain of writing and ‘‘reasoning about’’
simple quantitative relationships.
We can learn more about the power that material intelligence conveys
to individuals by thinking more about this example. Notice first that the
equations are shorter, more concise than Galileo’s natural language.
Compactness has many advantages, besides saving paper. It usually results in statements that are easier to remember. Every mathematically
literate person remembers, probably literally and iconically, d ⫽ rt, and
possibly E ⫽ mc 2. Some even remember the solution to the quadratic
equation,
x⫽

⫺b ⫾ √b 2 ⫺ 4ac
2a

(I didn’t have to look it up!). Galileo’s sentences, as well written as they
are, are less compact and less memorable. Our memories are better with
good external inscriptions, even if we do not use the material form as
memory by rereading what we wrote a while ago. Literacies leave traces
of themselves in autonomous thinking, making us smarter even when
we’re not in the presence of the material form.
Inscription systems and associated subliteracies are a little like miniature languages in that they select a certain kind of thing to talk about
and certain things to say about them. They have a certain vocabulary,
one might say. Thus, each system is apt for some things and less apt for
others. Every good new system enlarges the set of ways we can think
about the world. If we happen to have in hand a system that is apt for
learning or inquiring into a new area, we make progress quickly. If it
turns out that a fairly easy inscription system enlightens a new area, then
we can teach the inscription system first, and students will learn the area
much more easily than those who had to work without or had to invent
the system. This is a general version of where we came in: any high school
student who knows algebra and Descartes’s analytic geometry can learn
all of Galileo’s accomplishments concerning motion in very short order.
Part of expressing the right things is picking the right level of abstraction. For example, Galileo sometimes talks about two motions of one
particle and sometimes about two distinct particles. These details are ir-
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relevant, however; the algebraically expressed relations apply to any pair
of motions. An even higher level of abstraction than that of equations
turns out to be worse than one that is too detailed. To say that distance,
rate, and time ‘‘are related’’ misses important, relevant details.
Algebra has been so spectacularly successful at picking a good level of
abstraction and displaying the right kind of relations that in some parts
of science, one may understandably, but incorrectly, view progress as a
march from one equation to the next, from Newton (F ⫽ ma) to Maxwell
1 ∂B
, etc.)
(∇ ⫻ E ⫽ ⫺
c ∂t
to relativity (Einstein’s E ⫽ mc 2 ) to quantum mechanics (Schroedinger’s
equation,
iÉ

É2 2
∂
Ψ⫽⫺
∇ Ψ).
∂t
2m

Yet we must not forget: (1) Algebra did not always exist; it was invented, just as other systems have been and will be developed, especially
with the advent of computers. (2) Algebra is not apt for all areas of science; it has not been nearly as important in biology as in physics, and I
am quite sure it will never be so central in cognitive science.
Coming to see or hypothesize patterns—discovery—is an important
mental act that can be aided by literacies, especially those based on simple, systematic representational systems. Systematic representational systems aid discovery because they convert abstract ‘‘intellectual’’ patterns
into spatial, visible ones. James Maxwell discovered an important electromagnetic phenomenon essentially because a missing term broke a nice
pattern in a set of equations. There’s a miniature example here in Galileo’s six theorems. Why are there six? Might there be more, or perhaps
fewer would do? Probably only the most diligent and perceptive reader
noticed the pattern in Galileo’s discourse, but, at least in retrospect, the
algebraic form makes it evident: Start with the ratio form of d ⫽ rt. The
first three relationships eliminate in succession each of the three basic
quantities—rate, distance, and time—by declaring a ratio equal to one;
the second three express the full relationship, solving one at a time for
distance, rate, and time ratios. We note also, therefore, that the first three
relations are special cases of the last three.
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Casting a wider net, graphs are another obvious case where a written
literacy makes pattern detection easier. A graph that swoops up shows
us instantly that a quantity is increasing faster and faster.
I have been listing ways in which written inscription systems can make
us smarter, illustrating some details of material intelligence using algebra
as an example. Inscription systems and associated subliteracies can effectively improve our memories, even without our rereading what we wrote.
They may be well adapted to saying clearly, precisely, and compactly the
particular things that need to be said in a particular field of study. They
may also extend our abilities to detect patterns and make discoveries.
The last example I want to deal with here is at the heart of intelligence:
reasoning—the ability to draw inferences.
Look again at what I did with Galileo’s six theorems and think how
those results would appear in the minds of modern, algebra-literate
knowers. I do not think an investigation is necessary. We know that d ⫽
rt is a part of our current mathematical and scientific cultures, but Galileo’s ‘‘six laws of uniform motion’’ are not. We can certainly tell what
they are about, but they are not cornerstone pieces of our basic understanding. The reason is fairly obvious. The modern algebraic form is simply much better adapted to exactly what needs to be said. It produces a
compact, precise, memorable statement at exactly the right level of abstraction. But what about Galileo’s theorems? Have we lost them?
Hardly. These theorems are so easy to derive algebraically that a student
could easily manage the task, and a scientist would do it so effortlessly
that no one would think to consider it a new result.
Think about it this way. Theorems are necessarily true given the axioms
and definitions out of which they flow, so why do we bother writing the
theorems at all? We do so simply because reasoning is sometimes expensive, and we just can’t afford to reason from basic principles each time.
We struggle to derive a result once, then essentially memorize it so that
we have it quickly available whenever we need it. If reasoning suddenly
becomes inexpensive, we can keep just the definitions and axioms in
our own minds and derive particular theorems at need. In this case,
reasoning became inexpensive because of a new modicum of material
intelligence. We can quickly and easily see many implications of an
algebraic expression by pushing symbols around. Galileo’s intellectual
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terrain had six small hills. The algebraically enhanced version is one tall,
powerful mountain of a result that covers the whole area of those six
hills and more besides, using the glue of algebraic reasoning to hold it
all together.
I find this a provocative image. Not only can new inscription systems
and literacies ease learning, as algebra simplified the proofs of Galileo’s
theorems, but they may also rearrange the entire intellectual terrain. New
principles become fundamental and old ones become obvious. Entirely
new terrain becomes accessible, and some old terrain becomes boring.
A Social View of Material Intelligence
When I first introduced social components of literacies, I made two basic
points. First, as with any of the major intellectual accomplishments of
society, there is always a gradual, cumulative development that involves
many people. The second point is about the conversion of a material
intelligence in a technical sense (which Newton and Leibniz had) into a
true widespread literacy. The simplest version of the latter story is that
a community decides a material intelligence is powerful and valuable
enough that it is worth the considerable effort of teaching it to all newcomers. The community then puts in place an infrastructure for teaching
it—freshman calculus or ninth-grade algebra, for example.
In this section, I want to expand these points, particularly the second,
into a more faithfully complex view of the social processes surrounding
literacy. We need, most of all, to begin to address the following central
questions:
1. What determines whether a literacy can exist? and
2. What determines its nature?
In this way, we may be able to make a more intelligent assessment of
whether computational literacies can come to exist, what they may be
like, and, as important, how we may design and foster them.
Let me begin with a modest first try at a definition of literacy:
Literacy is a socially widespread patterned deployment of skills and
capabilities in a context of material support (that is, an exercise of
material intelligence) to achieve valued intellectual ends.
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The ‘‘intellectual’’ part is merely to emphasize that we’re not talking
about skillfully operating a piece of heavy equipment to dig a hole. The
‘‘patterned deployment’’ part is to avoid lumping all versions of widespread material intelligence under one umbrella. Unless we distinguish,
for example, patterns in using algebra from patterns in using ordinary
text, we can’t be specific enough to rule in or rule out particular future
literacies. Essentially different patterns in the deployment of literacy skills
need to be understood separately, possibly on different principles. Algebra doesn’t work cognitively or socially like reading and writing natural
language. Computational literacy will exhibit still other patterns.
This initial definition turns out to have a great deal of ambiguity in it.
Keep in mind that the important thing we want to do is think about
possible future literacies, rather than present ones where we have a better
sense of what is included in a literacy and what is not. Ambiguity makes
it difficult to decide what literacies are sensible and possible. Looking for
ambiguities, start in the middle, with ‘‘material support.’’ What materials? What support? With conventional literacy, presumably we mean
text, but do we mean text in newspapers, in books, on notepads, on computer screens, on blackboards, or indiscriminately all of these at once?
And what kind of support? In the previous section, I listed a fairly big
collection of ways algebra supports intellectual accomplishments, yet
that list is scarcely complete. Indeed, I do not believe that it can in principle be complete, for new physical inscription systems bring about new
possibilities.
Scanning across the definition we also meet ‘‘skills and capabilities.’’
Which ones? No respectable account of all the skills and capabilities that
humans possess has been produced, and just as with ‘‘support,’’ we cannot expect any closed list to suffice. Innovation in the material means
of possible literacies may make any list of essential skills obsolete. The
invention of graphing made curve recognition skills relevant to intellectual pursuits in a whole new way, and in fact it redefined those skills with
a new vocabulary. Trivially, but not inconsequentially, a certain kind of
manual dexterity and hand-eye coordination became relevant with the
invention and adoption of the computer mouse. More profoundly, any
given skills may change their effect on and relevance to valued accomplishments with the development of other skills. For example, arithmetic
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may be a valued skill, but it changes its entire context—its community
association, if not its essential meaning—when quantitative sciences give
arithmetical computation new reach. Not just accountants but also engineers and scientists use arithmetic, and for each, it is relevant in a different
way. For accountants, arithmetic may be ‘‘keeping track’’; for engineers,
it may be ‘‘deciding on an element of design’’; and for scientists, it may
be ‘‘tracing implications of a theory.’’
Finally, values, as in ‘‘valued intellectual ends,’’ add another dimension
of ambiguity in the proposed definition of literacy. Whose values, and of
what sort? Scientists’ parsimony, citizens’ political empowerment, artists’
aesthetics, a child’s joyfulness in play?
Although I wring just a bit more specificity out of our preliminary
definition in a moment, there is a fundamental lesson here. We must recognize an inescapable diversity in the phenomenon of literacy. There is
no essential, common basis of literacy along any of the dimensions listed
or along any other similar ones. There are no fixed basic human skills
on which it builds. If oral language is a central competency, it is one
among an open set of competencies we have or can build. Even oral language itself is open to innovation; we talk in different ways about different things depending on many other components of our material (and
immaterial) intelligence. For example, we anticipate and build on nonspeech intelligences in our talk—say, reciting F ⫽ ma or announcing preliminary guesses of successor equations whose ultimate value will be
tested substantially in different, more material modes. This is not to say
that intrinsic human intelligence is infinitely malleable, but that existing
and future intelligences draw on and engage it in such complex and intricate ways that guessing essential commonalties is not much more than
an entertaining parlor game.
Similarly, saying what we get out of literacies is at best a tentative and
culturally relative pursuit. We might identify intellectual powers (e.g.,
improved memory, more ‘‘logical’’ reasoning capability, precision in expression, metadiscursive competencies such as better understanding or
manipulation of context dependencies in expression, etc.) or instrumental
capabilities (say, ‘‘mastering nature’’). However, these outcomes certainly
vary across different material forms and practices; they are value related
and hence depend on culture.
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Construed scientifically, this claim of fundamental diversity is contentious and probably unpopular. In a different context, it would deserve a lot of exposition in defense. In this context, however, I believe
the claim is properly conservative and at least heuristically correct.
Whether or not the claim proves ultimately true, we simply cannot afford
to limit our explorations of possible future literacies to extrapolations of
what we think we understand about literacy now. Every claim for the
essence of literacy can suggest how we may do better with computers,
but computer-supported literacies may also work in completely different
ways. At this stage, we need generative ideas as much as we need restrictive ones.
Still, can’t we do better than ‘‘anything goes’’? Yes, we can. What do
the following have in common: newspapers, magazines (from People to
Soldier of Fortune to National Geographic), scientific papers, pulp fiction, poetry, advertisements, tax forms, instruction manuals, and financial prospectuses? The seemingly innocuous but essential observation is
that, although they use mostly the same basic material form, they each
serve different groups of people in different ways. Variations in form and
patterns of use from one to another are comprehensible as adaptations
to serve particular purposes in particular contexts.
Let me introduce some terminology. I call each of the specialized forms
in which we find literacy exercised in production and consumption a
genre. This use of the term is a little different from the conventional use
in literary criticism, especially when we extend genre to cover patterns
in the production and consumption of algebra or of new computational
inscription forms. However, the basic idea of a recognizably distinct use
of a common material substrate is preserved as long as we also emphasize
that genres serve particular groups of people in particular ways.
This latter idea—that any genre fits the needs and circumstances of a
community—I describe with the phrase the genre fits a social niche.
Consider the following example, which I call the subway romance
novel–reading niche. A few years ago when I rode the subway regularly
in Boston, I undertook an informal study. I noted each day how many
people were in my car, how many were reading, and what they read. I
noticed that a large percentage of people read (a surprisingly small proportion of these read newspapers), and a reasonable proportion of these
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riders read romance novels. Think about all of the factors that go into
the creation and perpetuation of this genre in its niche.
1. It goes without saying that the romance novel niche rests on the
well-established universal literacy basis developed in public education. I
doubt this niche could self-generate without that prerequisite; the effort
to learn to read is too great for the incremental value of being able to
read a romance novel.
2. Almost all subway romance novel readers are women. This says a
lot about the position of women in our society.
3. The Western concept of romantic love is an essential constituent.
Whatever currents created and sustained the idea, romance is at the heart
of romance novel reading. Other cultures would not recognize the sense
or value of this genre.
4. Similarly, whatever personal value is perceived in the genre, it is
important that there is no public social sanction against reading such
novels. There’s a delicate balance here. How many fewer public readers
of Playboy are there because of the very modest and sporadic disapproval
it brings? Religious fundamentalist cultures disdain and suppress both
romance novels and pornographic magazines.
5. The price of production and cost of paper are relevant. A fifty-dollar
romance novel wouldn’t sell. Similarly, it is important that writers of
these novels can make a living writing or else that it is possible to write
while moonlighting. How important is the ubiquitous corner drugstore
or newsstand to distribution?
6. The invention of the printing press and paper are relevant technical
accomplishments. Cuneiform tablets just wouldn’t work.
7. The requisite unoccupied commuting time relies on the existence
of mass transit and whatever public values and political processes were
necessary to create it. I haven’t any idea what proportion of romance
novel consumption comes from subway reading, but I’ll bet it is significant enough that the demise of subways would be a blow, maybe even
a fatal one, to publishers. It is also important that the trains are not outrageously crowded or noisy and that the readers’ investment in and nature of their jobs doesn’t force out pleasure reading.
These observations are almost the opposite of any claim that there is
an essence to the operation and power of literacy. The conditions for
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creating and sustaining a genre in its social niche reach deeply into and
depend delicately on all sorts of physical, social, cultural, institutional,
and historical conditions.
We can consolidate this view of literacy in a central hypothesis.
A literacy is the convergence of a large number of genres and social
niches on a common, underlying representational form.
Genres are the variously refined and specialized styles of the underlying
form, as a romance novel is a specialized sort of text. The social niche
defines the complex web of motivating, enabling, and constraining factors
that, first and foremost, allow a stability in the form of the genre and in
its characteristic pattern of production and consumption. The social niche
not only establishes the conditions for existence, but should also explain
the defining characteristics of a genre. Existence and nature were the two
basic questions that started this inquiry into the social basis of literacies.
The term niche is borrowed from ecology, where species—their characteristics and their survival—are studied according to the niche they occupy in the complex web of dependencies in which they participate. Does
a particular species have enough land to forage; is it physically adapted
to eat available food; are conditions right for the production of that food;
are natural predators limited in some way? Genre is to social niche as
species is to ecological niche. The challenging game in both inquiries is to
discover and identify the necessary and possible types of interdependency.
More than any other aspect of this metaphor, I believe that the complexity and range of types of interdependency for social niches of current and
future literacies will match or exceed the complexity and range we are
still discovering in ecology.
One aspect of a social niches inquiry is manifestly even more complex
than for ecological niches. At least for biological niches, the basic chemistry of life is stable. We are all carbon-based life forms that use DNA to
pass information from generation to generation. In contrast, our interest
in genres and social niches is predicated on a substantial change of the
basic material substrate—from static and mainly linear forms to essentially dynamic, multiply connected, and interactive computational media.
This change is the main reason for the inquiry, but it also makes the
inquiry more difficult and less definitive.
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What we know and what we don’t know is put in high relief by the
concept of social niches. Multiple genres and niches explicitly represent
inescapable diversity that strongly motivates broad exploration into new
niches now that the ‘‘chemical basis of life’’ in this new ‘‘ecology’’ is
moving to electronic forms. On the other hand, social niches also emphasize limits and our scientific accountability, stemming from the basic requirement to assess and explain viability of new social niches. We can’t
make just any new literacy, no matter how good it might be for us. Social
viability is a harsh master. The ‘‘skills basis’’ and ‘‘support for intellectual
ends’’ of our first proposed definition of literacy are put in a larger
context, including dimensions such as economics and cultural history.
Everything we know about each of these dimensions is relevant in
principle.
To summarize, a social niches view of literacy comprehends the variability we know from conventional literacy as inescapable. We need to
make room for both pulp novels and scientific papers. Each genre fits a
different context in a different way. Recognizing that diversity, we are
prepared for a future that could be very different. At the same time, we
know that not everything can work. In understanding what works and
what might work, we need to examine many perspectives on the viability
of a niche and the fit of a genre to it.
I wish to cover three other general issues about literacy, genres, and
social niches here. The first emphasizes the uncertainty of the central hypothesis concerning social niches and literacy. The question is whether a
large number of genres and niches must be involved in a literacy, or would
a few—or even one very important one—do? It seems clear that the current widespread textual literacy works because of the existence of a large
number of niches that use basically one common representational form.
What about all possible future literacies? My bet is that the most important literacies will always work in this way, and the work described in
this book assumes that. This issue marks an important choice point determining the kind of software systems we design. Do we design a large
number of pieces and kinds of software to fit into a diversity of niches?
Or do we follow the pattern from the case of written text and try to
create a rich medium capable of supporting a protean array of niches?
The work described in this book follows the latter course—aiming to
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change minds with a single, if extremely versatile, material form. The
issue of forms and niches is further explored, for example, under the banner of multifunctionality in chapters 6 and 7, and then also in chapter 9.
Second, I want to make explicit yet another layer of complexity in the
analysis of social niches. Start with an image. Think of a grand canyon
of textual literacy carved up into quasi-hierarchical subliteracies and subsubliteracies, which are, metaphorically, branches, gulches, rivulets, and
microrivulets built into the texture of the canyon. People read; they read
novels (or scientific works); they read pulp fiction (or historical novels);
they read pulp romance novels (or science fiction). Down the scientific
reading branch, there are subbranches for distinct genres such as treatises,
papers, and so on.
The grand canyon view of literacy concentrates on form. But it hides
both many uniformities and irregularities. Consider this irregularity: treatises in both philosophy and in mathematics are treatises and not papers
or novels, yet they are noticeably different from each other, for understandable reasons: the forms of argument in mathematics and philosophy
are different, and this difference propagates into the literary form. Consider also the following (hidden) regularity: you may be tempted to think
the influence of the scientific community resides only in ‘‘its’’ genres, but
sometimes scientists behave more or less as a bloc with respect to other
genres. This might happen because of communitywide characteristics
such as economic class, level of education, and so on, so the influence of
the scientific community on nonscientific genres is scattered about the
grand canyon and not made clear in its structure. We can’t see, for example, that the scientific community as a whole is irrelevant to the subway
romance novel–reading niche, but that it may be very relevant to science
fiction or film. We can’t tell that wiping out scientists wouldn’t affect
romance novels, but that making secretaries’ jobs more interesting perhaps would.
I think of this blindness as a problem of perspective. If we choose to
think of social niches as geometric forms, then they are forms in a highdimensional space, not the two or three of the grand canyon. If we choose
to look at them from one perspective or another—say, material form,
community, or values—we will see the niches grouped in different ways,
with different relations among them. Take the grand canyon view (form,
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subform, etc.), tilt it on its side to get a community view, and you may
notice that Jane Austen novels and books such as Relativistic Quantum
Fields have much more in common than you might have thought.
Finally, let me list a few perspectives on social niches and comment
briefly on them mainly because they are relevant to future prospects. We’ll
come back with more extensive discussion of these perspectives in chapter 9, after we’ve prepared a better understanding of the possibilities for
computational literacies.
1. Values, interests, motivations. I know of no really good scientific theory of these, but without question we must take them into account in
designing or studying social niches. Of the list of values I mentioned earlier—including scientific, political, artistic, and playful sensibilities—I
take two to be most important. Naturally, my personal interests are
building on and developing scientific aesthetics—for example, wanting
to understand how things work and a great appreciation for the power
and parsimony of theories. The other central kind of value may be surprising. It is, at least emblematically, whatever interests can lead a child
into extended, self-motivated activity. I think the dawn of computational
media is precisely the right time to remake the experience of science and
mathematics learning in schools so that interests and values are not ignored. This revision will be a major topic in chapters 4 and 5.
2. Skills and capabilities. Textual literacy draws on certain human competencies and not others. For example, the immense competence of humans in dealing with both dynamic and spatial configurations is barely
engaged by conventional literacies. We can do better electronically.
3. Materials. The material form of future computational literacies is a
huge open question, and it may be the place where our directed skills as
designers can have most leverage. We can wait for things to happen by
accident, or, with due respect for what we do not know, we can move
deliberately in the direction of the best we can imagine.
The form of future inscription systems is one thing, but delivery and
use are another. With delivery at least, we seem in fine shape technologically for many possible literacies. Unlimited inexpensive or free distribution on CD-ROM (or DVD or other future versions) and via network is
already a reality. A really portable personal computer for every teacher
and school child could make an immense difference in richness of social
niches, I am convinced. We are within a short technological and economical hop of ubiquitous availability. Politically and with respect to a sufficiently clear and convincing public image of what we might achieve, we
probably have a longer distance to go.
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4. Community and communal practices. Current community structures
are important, but future possibilities are equally important, if not more
so. It is probably too arrogant to think we can design new communities,
but as network communications become universal on computers, we may
be able to promote productive changes.
5. Economics. Hardware is much less the issue than software. It is still
difficult to make money with educational software. The research and development of future literacies is an issue of public trust if ever there was
one, but the issue doesn’t even appear on the agenda of any government
agency. If the conclusions of this book are correct—or even a responsible
good guess—we are making a terrible mistake by this omission.
6. History. Cultural and technical history are powerful currents. The development of a computational basis for new literacies is orthogonal, if
not antithetical, to most current trends. I discuss history (and some other
of the issues listed above) more in chapter 9. In the best case, blindly
following current directions means a delay, possibly a long one. In the
worst cases, we’ll do things such as standardize suboptimal technology,
of which the awkward QWERTY keyboard, which we all are stuck using,
is emblematic.

